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A Note from the Editors

The Writing Teachers Consortium is a federally
funded in-service program now in its third and
final year. The WTC is a program supported by
the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary
Education and has made the New York City Writing
Project the spear point in creating teaching/
writing communities in twelve different schools.
The Bay Area model has been expanded upon in the
WTC t« l.ciy the workshop participants grapple with
revising their teaching. Each year, Carla Asher
and Marcie Wolfe have worked directly with the
teachers involved in the course during their free
periods to help them create lessons for their
classes which use the approaches to writing which
emerge week by week in the class. They also visit
the classrooms and give demonstration lessons.
Within the WTC course there is an emphasis on
exploring the notion of writing and learning
across the curriculum. The Consortium has also
helped those in the Project who work as coordi-
nators and presenters develop their skills as :
teachers of teachers. The Advanced Institute
(Summer 1982) and Weekend Retreat (Spring 1983)
afflbrded the Project the opportunity to collect
as an ensemble and work on redeveloping the fo-
cus for in-service work.

This edition of our newsletter presents
writing by the WTC participants themselves,
reflecting how the course has changed their
outlook on teaching. The articles in this
issue explore the ways that teachers have
internalized the ideas of the Project and
made them manifest in their teaching.In pre-
senting these articles, it is helpful to
keep in mind that these teachers are part
of an ongoing exploration of how writing can
be used as a tool for learning and how it
contributes to developing literacy.

In addition, the NYCWP has just secured
an agreement with the New York City High School
Division of the Board of Education to examine
the impact of the WTC in the twelve target
schools. Twenty-five thousand dollars is pro-
mised to the Project to conduct follow-up work-
shops in these schools.

Writing and Sex Education

As a health education teacher in an
urban high school, I have the distinctive
and challenging role of conducting a sex
education unit for boys and girls of six-
teen years of age—high school juniors.
I have been teaching this course for six
years and have used many approaches and
techniques in presenting this most deli-
cate of subjects. I have uuw added
writing as a tool for learning.

Free Writing

Free writing was, welcomed as fun by the
students and was particularly adaptable to
the teaching of sex. In teaching sexuality,
students found it easier to express them-
selves in writing than to discuss their
feelings. To ensure complete freedom,
much of the writing was done anonymously,
so that when I read the writings aloud no
one was embarrassed.

At first, the class had trouble getting
into the writing. It was a strange medium
for them in a health class as writing is
not traditionally used in this subject.
Many students looked around at first,
stared into space, fidgeted in their seats,
but eventually all heads were cast down-
ward, pens put to paper and faces filled
with concentration. Their absorption
with the process of writing was unanimous,
and when time was up, I could not easily
stop them from writing. It was amazing!
They were actually reluctant to put down
their pens. I gave them several time
limits; five minutes more, three, let's
finish up now. Even after repeated requests
to wind up, they asked for more time.
Finally they put their pens down reluctantly.

When all writings were read aloud., they
led into lively discussions on various
topics included in teaching sexuality.
The writings could be used as an introduc-
tion to a unit or as a summary to a lesson.
It served many purposes, but mainly
allowed for easy coverage of a difficult
subject. It helped me form my lessons —
like the time I asked them to write all *
they knew about birth from the time of
sexual intercourse. After their writings
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I zeroed in on the myths that prevailed
and the misconceptions.

Other subjects for free writing included
contraception, puberty, pregnancy. In some
of those writings I asked for questions as
well as fact or opinion. With these writ-
ings I was able to establish my priorities
according to their needs for teaching sex
education, as there is never enough time
in six weeks to cover it all.

When I covered the topic of abortion,
I asked the students to answer certain
pre-determined questions I set up about
abortion. Then I asked them to voice
how they felt about abortion and list the
pros and cons of having an abortion. I
put their papers away and proceeded with
the unit according to my previous lesson
plans, but at the conclusion read their
writings aloud. Now that they had the
facts, it was interesting for them to
see if their opinions had changed. The
discussion that followed was so lively
that even as the bell jrang they were
glued to their seats and didn't want to
leave the classroom. I held over the
discussion till the next day and it took
a total of two full periods.

Dialogue Writing

Another form of writing which is very
exciting to the students and teacher is
dialogue writing. It parallels verbal
role-playing in the classroom and has a
similar effect. The,students get in-
volved with their silent conversations
as they would with oral parts in front
of the class. In sex education dialogue
writing breaks an important barrier.
Students do not have to talk about sex
and expose themselves.

I set the sta?e carefully, writing on
the board exactly what I wanted the dialogue
to include. I read one or two dialogues
from a play just to make sure they
understood the technique. They caught on
quickly and got totally involved, play-
acting and enjoying it. Some of the
dialogues called for great identification
with the characters and that made it espe-
cially exciting for the students. They
were safely able to vent their emotions
and say what was on their mind.

Subjects of the dialogues used were:
how to say no; your parent explaining
sex to you [I asked them to dialogue it
father to son, father to daughter, mother
to son, mother to daughter]; mother finding
a diaphragm in daughter's dresser drawer;

boy telling his childhood friend about
his homosexuality; girlfriend telling her
•boyfriend she discovered she was pregnant;
boy pressuring girl to have sex, and her
not wanting to. The situations were given
with specific directions but the students
structured them from that point on.

Janet told her boyfriend "no" with great
ease on paper but is having trouble in a
face to face talk. Maybe writing will
help her understand how she feels about
it r.nd so she will more easily explain it to
him. Susan revealed how she lied to her
mother about sex and decided that she
doesn't want to do that. She is trying to
figure out how to rectify it. Dialogue
writing allows students to express feelings
they hesitate to in real life situations.
In reading back their work, they saw the
problems more clearly and I became aware
of their true feelings. Perhaps I could
be of help to my students in better handling
difficult situations. Also, group needs
became evident and knowing what teenagers
think and need is vital in all teaching
to. make it meaningful.

Conclusion

Writing allows teenagers to safely think
out their viewpoints and find answers to
uncomfortable situations, answers that
will perhaps come more automatically and
can be called upon when the situation arises.

Writing gives them a medium to test their
values, and measure them against their peers.
For some students it reinforces their beliefs;
others form new beliefs; while still others,
unsure, store information for later use. It
is important to know that in the educational
process, change is not always immediate, and
behavior is not quickly altered, but the know-
ledge is heard, absorbed, safeguarded for
later use.

Teachers employ many tools, and I have
added writing to the list. For me, writing
was an invaluable tool in sex education. It
enriched my classroom, maximized my students'
learning abilities, and played a major role
in the teaching of sex. I'm eager to try it
in other areas of health as well; drugs,
mental health, nutrition. I am sure it
would work there, too.

Susan Rabin
Norman Thomas H.S.



Teaching Mapping To Gifted Students
With Emotional Handicaps

Mapping, a form of prewriting through which
we utilize drawing to recall events, people,
and objects., gives students material for writ-
ing. I found the possibilities in mapping very
exciting, having frequently used drawing as a
motivation because of 'the high level of interest
it arouses. While my class has a lot to say and
write, like all students they need special di-
rection and coaxing in choosing a subject and
sharing their thoughts. I used the mapping
lesson to do this.
1. I asked my classes to think back to a

particular time in their lives, anywhere
from 4 to 12. I then asked them to focus
on the following aspects:

a. where they lived
b. who else lived there
c. what the building

looked like
d. what the inside of

their home.looked
like

e. what the street
looked like

f. where they went,
what their limits
were

g. who they visited.
2. I gave out large sheets of xerox paper,

and asked them to draw a map of their
world at that time. They were given
the remainder of the period to do this.

3. The next day, when they entered the
room, the maps were taped up, and we
spent some time looking at them, ask-
ing questions, investigating details,
and commenting on what we saw. In
some cases, a particular store or
person caught our eye, or else a
familiar location started a conver-
sation.

4. The following day, I had my class
look over their own maps, remember-
ing the questions that were asked,
and the memories that returned to
us. I told them to choose either
a person, place, or event from
their maps and write about it.
They began immediately, and
worked for-the entire period.

The maps themselves contained some items
that the boys had never discussed with
each other before, and others which they
themselves had not thought about for years.
It helped us to offer a very private view

into each other's world without being too
personal for comfort, divuljrine
only what we chose to.

The writing which resulted from the
mapping evoked memories which were not
only worth sharing, but in some cases
were quite therapeutic for class reasons.
For example, Jerry T. wrote about his
best childhood friend and how their re-
lationship was denied them. Jerry is
very much a loner in our class, and one
of the other boys, after hearing his
story, felt that maybe Jerry was afraid
to become too close to anyone now.

This experience also encouraged stu-
dents to write about the project, and
because we had the time, I felt that it
was important. We took three days to
complete it, but certainly this lesson
could be done in two.

Mapping worked well in my class, and
I would suggest it for students of any
age and of any ability, for it can easily
be adapted for the needs of any particular
group.

Bonnie Ruben
Brandeis H.S.

Anomaly

After ten years of teaching, I am con-
fronted by a novel problem: a student whom
I favored, on whom I showered extra atten-
tion and praise, with whom I had had a more
personal relationship, has set up a test of
wills, his against mine, in his personal
rebellion. From a fairly well-behaved
student who, though usually delinquent,
always did the prescribed work, and did it
well, he has turned recalcitrant: doing no
work; openly showing disdain for all lessons;
chatting blatantly with his classmates—in
short, contemptuously disrupting every
lesson.



Because I know him to be an extremely sen-
sitive and easily distraught boy, I felt that
perhaps he was going through a difficult
period, and so I withstood with undue patience
his ill humor. I tried talking to him pri-
vately, as I know he is quickly embarrassed
in front of others. He would give some inane
excuse, and the next day would find him as
ornery as the last.

I feel betrayed. I had rescued him from
the fate of mediocrity after another teacher
had dropped him from the honors class. She
just cannot see the keen intelligence and
sensitivity beneath the rough, devil-may-
care exterior; she doesn't know how to handle
him, I thought, somewhat smugly. And, the
first half of sophomore year, he did quite
well, and I rewarded him generously in his
grade. His English teacher the next term,
however,disagreed with my assessment of him
as a student, and again I thought, it is I
who can bring out the best in him.

It was last term, in creative writing,
that his attitude began deteriorating. He
would endlessly talk to friends in the back
of the room, but would usually politely
stop when reprimanded or when asked to
change his seat. This term, his flagrant
misconduct has completely cut through my
regard for him. I want to transfer him
to another class. He has broken the trust
that exists between teacher and student,
the special one that existed between him
and me. I cannot forgive him.

Cynthia Chase
Herbert H. Lehman H.S.

It - al - ics

NORMA TALMADGE HIGH SCHOOL
Teacher Remediation Program

Harold T. Hackleborg, Assistant
to the Principal

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Faculty:

This is a model lesson. I expect you to
present it on the last day of the semester when
he drops in to visit. I have long believed
that it is well-advised to be ill-prepared.

LESSON: Italics

I.O.: Students will learn and master the
curve in the procedure of writing
italics. In addition, he or she
will learn the three fundamental
uses of this device: [1] emphasis
of a word in a statement, [2] emphasis
of another word in the statement, and
[3] substitution of italics if and
when he or she cannot draw a straight
line good enough under the word he or
she has chosen to emphasize.

Teacher Aim: To teach the recognition and
proper use of italics.

Student Aim: [Written on board] Why do we
have to learn this stuff?

Motivational Devices:

1] Which word in the student aim [lettered
in blue in the upper left hand corner
of the blackboard, and in green in the
teacher's lesson plan book] should be
underlined? Why?

2] Is there another way we can write this
same word?

3] What other word [or words] might you
or I [or we] underline?

4] Now look at this picture. [Teacher
holds up a photograph of a car's
fender.] Isn't it nice? Why do you
like it? What is nice about it? If
you don't think it's nice, why don't
you shut up?

Development:

1] Demonstrate italics on board. Draw a
picture of a fender.

2] Write the word fender but in a slanted
way.

3] Elicit the response to the way the
word was written.

"It's stupid I"
"It's a fender."
"It's italics!"

[Give this last responder an A, if
you can find her (or his) Delaney
card. If you can't, just say that
the principal will write him (or her)
a letter.]

Teach Memory Device: I-TAL-ICS

i — eye, meaning yes, sure, me
tal—tall, tell, snitch
ics — could be a slimy kind of

dessert or worms. Say
"ics" and make a face.



Menial Summary:

Summarize certain minor points but
come on strong to avoid answering the
student aim.

Development:

1. The students will now write a para-
graph consisting solely of italicized
words. Show them how to hold the pen-
cil in their fingers so the words will
have a light curve.

2. Discuss ways and means of italicizing
specific words in the following sen-
tence: "John D., a skinny jerk from
Detroit, sat on his grandmother in
the garage above the apple orchard."

Postoperative Summary:

Elicit the main points of the lesson,
write them in italics (red chalk) on the
blackboard, and send a referral on the kid
who is smirking in the back row.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT:

Read the short story "Mother Was a Demon
Driver" and answer the following questions.
Do not write in italics but attempt to read
in them.

1. How did Mildred capture the squirrel?
Why didn't she grab the nuts, too? What
is wrong with that sappy girl?

2. When Father Ignatius called at the house,
who greeted him with a banana daquiri at
the door?

3. What was the secret ingredient in the
banana that made the Father experience
nostalgia for the "good old days" at
St. Myron's?

4. Why didn't the author write a beginning
for this story?

EXTRA CREDIT:

1. Imagine you are the squirrel drinking
Mildred's daquiri. What would you say
concerning the Father's perverse atti-
tude?

2. Imagine you are a banana. Explain what
it feels like when a fat 'person sits on'
you.

Robert E. Miller
Norman Thomas H.S.

A Springboard To Literature

Ever since I registered in the Writing
Consortium, I have taken a fresh look at
my methods of teaching, not only of com-
position, but of literature as well. I
believe I have drained bone dry the tech-
niques of questioning, comparing, quizzing,
relating, and whatever else the teacher
resorts to in order to drag out the best
or least efforts of students.

A new approach to a burnt-out case is
always balm, not only to the teacher, but
more to the students who have become as
bored as we. Instead of red pencilling
each essay with the nauseating dread of
getting through 60, 90, 100 papers and
assigning a mark, be it letter or number,
with the inevitable results of discontent,
I have allowed students to write freely
without the fear of painstaking correc-
tions.

In some cases, titles proVed to be
springboards for writing. Before read-
ing "Rain" by Maugham, I asked the class
to tell what rain meant to them and if
they wanted to read a story about it.
In no case did the title interest any-
body. Written responses were, "I hate
rain." "It's rained every weekend,
why should I want to read about it?"

A quarter of the way through the story,
I asked the students to add to their
journals and explain the relevance of the
title. Absorbed with Sadie Thompson,
most saw rain as perhaps spoiling her
white dress and boots. Later they wrote
that a connection was being made between
Sadie's change of behavior and the weather.
Many wrote how rain gets on one's nerves
and made analogies to animals, little
brothers and sisters, themselves.

As we progressed into the story, the
character of Mr. Davidson emerged as a
stereotypical pedagogue and "spoiler of
fun." One more perceptive student wrote,
"I wonder why he is described as having
'sensual lips'?" Perhaps writing in
her journal made her aware of the fore-
shadowing. The shock of the ending wtfh

Davidson's suicide and Sadie's rever-
sion to her original behavior brought
a chorus of indignation, horror, and
in a few cases, "I don't understand the
ending." By an exchange of journals,
less perceptive students learned its
meaning from the more imaginative ones.



"Did he really do that? Do you think
Mrs. Davidson knew all along?"

A good companion piece to "Rain" is
Henry James' novella, Daisy Miller, prin-
cipally because of the inverted analogy.
While Davidson's puritanical character
is corrupted at the end, Daisy's pre-
vailing innocence is misunderstood. Jour-
nals on Daisy Miller unanimously revealed
an aversion to Mrs. Costello, but a wide
range of opinions of the protagonist.
Some found Daisy "silly," while others
appreciated her sense of freedom. "She
is not a product of her times. She
should have lived today and then nooody
would have criticized her." Another
student who longs for the opportunity to
visit Europe wrote, "Switzerland is
wasted on Daisy and her brother. I wish
I were in their place." Another writer
felt an affinity: "I'm just like Daisy."

I have found that when students keep
journals, I can even make my quizzes
more in depth, instead of the "What"
and "Who" questions which test reading
assignments, I have received excellent
answers from the "Why does Daisy..." or
"How will Winterborne..." type questions.
Writing journals makes- students more aware
of the.author's purpose, and sharing
them makes students appreciate the many
facets of characters' personalities and
the relevance of even Victorian prose in
today's society. Journals take the onus
out of writing. Students seem not con-
sciously aware that they are writing
compositions. After all, a journal is
like -a diary. Who minds expressing his
or her opinion, especially if class
credit is given for it? And there is
always the fun of seeing what others
wrote, and of receiving written comments
instead of red marks.

Rosemary Gelshenen
Norman Thomas H.S.

Writing for Readers

I told my reading students that John
Dewey, the father of modern education, had
said that students learn best by "doing."
I asked if some of the students would like
to try to make up their own reading exercises
instead of always using other people's
material. Since passing the RCT in reading
is one of their goals, I suggested that we
try to make up RCT or cloze exercises.
Three students volunteered.

My three "pioneers" were frightened
but excited about the project. I told
them not to worry, that I would guide them
all along the way. I decided to begin by
using the mapping technique that had been
demonstrated in the Writing Consortium. I
brought in crayons and colored paper and
told the girls to try to draw a picture of
their bedrooms, or a friend's room or their .
dream room. They were given one-half hour
and I emphasized that the quality of the
art work was unimportant and in no way re-
flected on their intellectual abilities. I
was more interested in what they put in
their rooms than how they drew it. I took
crayons and paper and did a drawing also.
The girls pointed out that my picture was
worse than theirs!

After much giggling and animated dis-
cussion, the 30 minutes passed and the pic-
tures were completed. We looked over the
pictures and each person described what she
had drawn. (In one picture what we thought
was a door turned out to be a bed.) I told
my girls that, on the next day, we would
look over the pictures again and this time,
we would write about what we had drawn.

Two of the three girls came early to
my class on the next day; they were eager
to work on. their project. One of the girls
wanted to add a new stuffed animal to her
picture. I took my picture and I reminded
them of what I had tried to draw. We reviewed
their pictures and talked about their rooms.

The next step was to get them to write
down what they had just described. I gave
out paper and told them to write a descrip-
tion of their rooms as we had discussed them
and as they had drawn them. They wrote
freely and without restraint. (Me too!)

The next time we met, I used the guidelines
from the Writing Consortium presentation on
revision and, with a little prompting, the
girls changed some of their words, rearranged
some thoughts, and came up with some improved



introductions. We rewrote our revised para-
graphs and then read them to each other and
were pleased with the results.

The final activity occurred a week later.
I asked the girls to delete words from their
paragraphs and rewrite them leaving blank
spaces for the missing word. We helped each
other choose four incorrect answers and after
supplying the correct missing word, we com-
pleted a typical cloze passage. They were
excited about creating their own cloze material
and we gave copies of their work to other class
members who had not participated in the project.
I allowed the girls to grade the cloze passages.
Both groups did well and it was a good learning
experience for all involved. I too learned a
great deal by "doing." Dewey was right!

3. a] legs b] spaces c] drawers d] tops
e] handles

4. a] desk b] piano c] T.V. d] phone
e] window

5. a] dolls b] jewelry c] rocks d] books
e] paper

6. a] drawing b] picture c] cover d] book
e] rug

7. a] feathers b] covers c] animals
- d] curtains e] food

8. a] bed b] room c] windows d] floor
e] ceiling

Janet Mayer
Herbert H. Lehman H.S.

STUDENT SAMPLE - NO. 1

When I get 1 , I'm going to have a
beautiful bedroom. It's going to be a very
big 2 with 4 large windows. The whole
room will be 3 pink and there will be a
pink cover, pink pillows, pink curtains and
a pink rug. There will be 4 on the walls
of my favorite television stars. There will
be a 5 hanging from the ceiling that will
light up the whole room.

c] rich d] tired

c] colored d] yard

1. a] old b] poor
e] sleepy

2. a] house b] room
e] store

3. a] star b] eaten c] colored d] pictured
e] called

4. a] paintings b] windows c] curtains
d] posters e] books

5. a] star b] poster c] chandelier
d] curtain d] socket

STUDENT SAMPLE - NO. 2

You cannot find 1 bed because there are
so many 2 in my room. I can't believe it.
First of all, there is a chest of drawers
near the window. It is huge and has six large
3 . Next to that is my 4 . It really is

an old table but I do my homework on it and I
keep my collection of earrings and other pieces
of 5 on it. I have a brown and orange 6
on the floor and orange curtains on the window.
There are dozens of stuffed 7 on my bed be- «
cause I have no other place to keep them.
That's why you can hardly see my 8

1. a] his b] our c] there d] my. e] any

2. a] things b] people c] animals
d] pictures e] doors

Journals: Very Bright as Sun

Journals have become more than a daily
chore, a routine, or even a brief respite
from "real work". In my remedial reading/
writing classes I allow students a minimum
.of five to ten minutes to write in their
•journals daily, but if they wish they can
write the full period. One boy is writing
a horror novel. Most of us in the class
are in it. He killed me off horribly in
the fifth chapter and, because I did him a
favor and told him how to spell something
instead of having him go to the dictionary
in the heat of composing, he allowed me to
call the shots on how my husband would die:
instead of getting bumped off at the same
time, he allowed me a scene of wringing
hands and tears, even hysterics, over my
body and then, after showing his undying
love THEN he gets bumped off. Anthony,
the author, and Terry, his neighbor, dis-
cuss the merits of each change and addi-
tion on a daily basis. Anthony reads the
excerpts to an intrigued audience almost
daily. Anthony uses his journal to plan
his story. For example, "I want Kutso to
be killed some kind of way in the story
but he is the main character so I don't
want him to be killed very fast, but
Graham his assistant must die soon and
I am also going to kill a preacher."

The growth in writing ability may seem
microscopic to another teacher, but I
read Becky's journal of one month ago
and compare it to this month's and I see
growth. (April) "Yesterday My brother
call me house, saying that he is going
to the Phillapines today. I will miss



him because how can I urged with. He
and me are the only child my parent
have." (May) "On Sunday I went to the
movies to Creep Show and the Dawn of
the Dead. It was alright. I went with
my friends Next week. We are going to
go flash dance.

"On Saturday I was expecting my friend
to come to my house. She didn't call at
all to tell me that she wasn't coming."

When a student says, "I don't have
anything to write about," I now read it

to mean book things, school things,
teacher-oriented things: teacher gen-
erated content. When a student supplies
self, that's when the writing pours out.
My students have recently become aware
that what they have to say is the fit
topic for writing in school, that it is
okay to write about their boyfriends,
about the fight they had with their mother,
about their church choir, about a friend
who gets into trouble with the law,
about doing graffiti. They are beginning
to sense deeply that their honest thoughts
honestly and realistically expressed, are
not trivial, stupid, or embarrassing. They
are beginning to believe that they can
write anything in their journals. The
"Don't Reads" are becoming less and less
frequent.

The only time I ever bring up grammar
is when I have been handed someone's
writing and I see that they have an in-
vestment in it. During conferencing
sessions which go on sporadically during
the entire period, we discuss content
and then I ask "May I show you something?"
I am invariably invited to, and that is
when I point" out one or two errors in
the piece. In this way I get to show
several errors to each student over the
span of several days. They read their
piece very carefully aloud so that either
they will get spontaneously what errors
were there so that they could recognize
and fix them or, with a little prodding
("What do you notice about the kind of
mistakes you make?"), they come to recog-
nize patterns that repeat throughout
their work after I show them the error
initially and explain why it is an error
and how to fix it.

But mostly I let them discover the
careless errors for themselves. I have
them read what they wrote aloud to me
or to each other in pairs or groups or to
themselves. I am determined that they
will read so that they will see what is

actually on the paper and not what they
think they have put on the paper. Very
slowly but surely they are becoming more
and more aware of the chasm between
their written words and the visualized
or imagined words. They correct them-
selves and the context I offer is that
such corrections help their pieces to
communicate better.

I used to think that if I saw
another bottle of White-Out being
used for correcting rough drafts I
would scream. Perhaps I should explain
that my students are so terrified .
of terra incognita and of failure that
they try to control whatever they can.
Neatness is something they can control.
At least it can be 100% neat: this is
something they can do well, even if all
else fails. The bottles of White-Out
have all but disappeared when we do
rough drafts. They know messy is
"cool." I have shown them my god-
awful messes with arrows, asterisks,
scribbles, cross-outs, typos, chicken
scratches, cut and paste jobs: all
the various stages of revision some
of my pieces have gone through. Many
students have not yet gone that far but
they use arrows, neat carets, cross-outs
and write-overs as a matter of course.

My students do not like to write on
command. The first month I did journals,
it was a daily Greek chorus of "I can't
think of anything to write about." I
answered "Good. Write about that. Write
about your left ioot. Describe your
right hand. Write about not having any-
thing to write about. Describe how your
sneakers smell." Eventually the chorus
thinned out. Other students took up my
refrain for me, they had heard it so often.
"I'm bored," someone calls out. "Good,"
a students answers her. "Write about how
it feels to be bored." The class laughs.

No one asks me why we have to write in
our journals any more. No one asks me
"Is it time to stop yet?" Now they ask
me to leave them alone so that they can
write. Now students like James, a non-
native speaker of English, give me
scribbled sheets as I leave class. "Here,"
he said today. "Read this." This is
what he handed me: "No one is surround-
ing me, only the trees and the sound of
wind. I was walking through the dark
side of the road. Only the stars and
the moon trying to talked me when I was
lonely. I saw the little tiny star. It
was so bright it splashed into my eye.



So I feel more friendly with him. Some-
times I want to stay alone because its
more freedom of myself and I could see
the beautiful things. Wherever I go. I
thing all the life is beautiful. Because
we understand each other and love each
other. Sometimes life is dangerous ad-
ventures or life is beautiful as the
moon, and very bright as sun."

Marsha S. Slater
Norman Thomas H.S.

Project Notes

Writing groups, with their "read me yours
and I'll read you mine" spirit, are an essen-
tial part of any Writing Project summer. A
Project member once described the summer
institute as her "summer camp" experience,
a time when she could devote herself to her
writing without the interference of her
usual responsibilities. But it's never
quite the same during the year as it is
during the summer. How could it be? Ah,
the things we did that summer.... Now the
days grow short. We change our clocks.
We're back in our classrooms and the NYCWP
is barnstorming once more — workshops,
conferences. Business goes on as usual.

Last fall, some Project members expressed
a desire to be in writing groups again.
They felt that belonging to a group would
recapture the spirit of the summer and in-
spire them to keep writing during the year.
Groups would also serve another function.
Members would get to see their colleagues'
apartments. Elaine Avidon volunteered to
do some of the initial planning. She
collected names, addresses, and preferences,
and organized four writing groups. Every-
thing was set. Writers xeroxed their
first drafts, cleaned their apartments, and
bought refreshments.

The Brooklyn group started off with an
exquisite repast of Chinese food, beer, and
wine. The reading, eating, and drinking
made for an evening that was festive as
well as productive. In this group, Melanie
Hammer is working on a novel, her second.
(Her first is under wraps. "It's a bad
first novel," she says.) Melanie brings
drafts of various chapters to each group
meeting. One result of the discussions
has been Melanie's decision to change her

narration from first to third person.
Her prodigiousness sometimes shames other
members of the group who bring letters
they are writing to friends and insurance
companies, as well as shopping lists,
checkbooks, half-finished poems and cross-
word puzzles. Still, the group is eager
to help Melanie complete her spy novel.
They expect the film rights to be bought
and "hope for parts in the movie version.

Another group meets in Manhattan. Susan
Lesser comments that her group helped her
find her focus and provided useful feedr
back. Susan's story and poem evolved
through several group meetings. Later she
submitted her manuscripts to magazines. AS
yet, she's been unsuccessful, but she hopes
to publish soon.

Writers like Susan and Melanie have been
challenged and encouraged by the members of
their groups. These writers remain com-
mitted to their work and eager for respon-
sive readers. The success of the NYCWP
writing groups is another affirmation that
teachers who write can continue to help
each other.

Michael Simon
Literacy Center

IF YOU ARE NOT ALREADY A MEMBER OF THE NEW YORK
CITY WRITING PROJECT and would like to receive
future issues of this newsletter, the National
Writing Project newsletter, and notices of Pro-
ject activities, send a check for $5.00 (to
cover the 1983-84 academic year) to:

New York City Writing Project
Herbert H. Lehman College
Bronx, New York 10468

Please make check payable to the NYC Writing
Project.

Also, we are eager for your manuscripts. Send
them to the New York City Writing Project News-
letter, Herbert H. Lehman College, Bronx, NY
10468, Toby Bird and Michael Simon, Editors.




